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American Hawks and Russian Bears inhabit the markets
The stock market declined for the
second straight month finishing
3% lower as investors digested
hotter than expected inflation and
volatility related to geopolitical
conflict. In addition, investors
began selling off early in the
month as increasingly hawkish
commentary and disappointing
outlooks from big tech companies
lowered confidence that growth in
earnings and the stock market will
be easy to come by anytime soon.
The real source of market volatility
happened in the second half of
February as investors sold the
intensifying rumors of a potential
Russian invasion of Ukraine.
Once the rumor became real news,
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markets
fell
briefly
then
rebounded on thoughts that the
conflict would likely end quickly as
Russia and Ukraine began
engaging in talks immediately
after the invasion began.
Russia-Ukraine tensions boil up
and spill over
After weeks of speculation, Russia
launched an invasion of Ukraine
on February 24. Sanctions were
immediately imposed by the US
and other countries. Initially, the
sanctions were mild, with western
countries only targeting tech
exports and some bank access.
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Markets reacted positively to the
limited sanctions, but days later,
the US and Europe announced
additional measures, including
removing Russia from SWIFT, a
critical
interbank
messaging
system, that effectively cut Russia
off from global financial markets.
Consistent with most geopolitical
shocks, global Brent crude oil
prices spiked (eclipsing the
$100/barrel mark for the first time
since 2014). Also affected were
commodities such as wheat,
potash, and natural gas, of which
the
warring
countries
are
significant suppliers for much of
Europe.
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Inflation is hot, forecasts are not
January's Consumer Price Index
reading, a measure of inflation,
came in at an unexpected 7.5%
rate - the highest level in 40 years.
Initial commentary from Fed
officials was very hawkish, with
some calling for a half-percent
increase in March and a one
percent total move higher by July.
Investors sold off on the reading,
but as the month wore on,
additional revelations suggested
that the economy may not be
overheating in a manner that
would necessitate accelerated rate
hikes. Unfortunately, many of
these revelations came in less rosy
outlooks given on quarterly
earnings calls.
Of the 88 S&P 500 companies that
have issued EPS guidance, 70%
forecast lower EPS growth rates
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citing margin pressure from input
costs, wage inflation, and ongoing
supply chain challenges.
Outlook: Value in Volatility
Market
fundamentals
are
beginning to look more attractive
from a valuation standpoint. For
example, 70% of S&P stocks are
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down 10% from their 52-week
highs (over 200 are down 20%),
bringing
aggregate earnings
multiples back within their fiveyear average ranges.
Investors also must consider
economic fundamentals. The
current inflationary environment
leads
to
tougher
margin
expansions for companies, and
impending Fed rate hikes are
expected to hamper the near-term
potential for growth-oriented
stocks. The takeaway is that while
good stocks may be finally
available at a discount, economic
challenges will force investors to
embrace
volatility
for
the
opportunity of long-term gains.
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Waycross Partners, LLC (“Waycross”) is an independent, privately-owned investment management firm registered with offices
in Louisville, Kentucky, and Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida. Waycross provides three distinct investment strategies to our clients,
which are made up of institutional and high-net-worth individuals.
This material is for informational purposes only and is neither an offer nor solicitation to invest. Please read all offering
memorandum, ADVs, and other risk disclosures before investing.
Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in this document are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain
assumptions. Other events which were not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the returns or
performance. Any projections, outlooks, or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which
will occur. The enclosed material is confidential and not to be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the
prior written consent of Waycross Partners. The information in this material is only current as of the date indicated and may
be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Statements concerning financial market trends are based on
current market conditions, which will fluctuate. Any statements of opinion constitute only Waycross Partners’ current
opinions, which are subject to change and which Waycross Partners does not undertake to update.
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